Take Home Quiz  
Sections 1.1 – 1.5

Name: _________________________________

Directions: Please complete the following story problems. Please do all of your work on separate sheets of paper, then staple this page to the front.

1) Michael and Jan recently decided to combine their assets so they do not have to continue to borrow the other person's check card. Michael had $12,857 in his account and Jan had $48,291. Before doing this though, Michael bought a new computer for $928. How much money was in their combined account right after they made the switch?

2) Dwight just sold 940 reams of 20 lb., 30% recycled paper. This beat the website's sales total for the day, which was 748 reams. Each ream contains 500 sheets of paper. How many more sheets of paper did Dwight sell?

3) Because of their great numbers, the Scranton branch of Sabre Printers has received $43,250 to distribute to the employees evenly. If there are 25 employees, how big will each person's bonus be?